RESOLUTION TO DECLARE PRESIDENT TRUMP AS THE APPARENT NOMINEE OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY

WHEREAS the RNC has carried out the 2024 Republican nomination process by impartially supporting the caucus/primary processes nationwide to provide a level playing field for all candidates;

WHEREAS all Republican primary candidates were offered slots on the debate stage based upon achieving public and objectively measurable criteria and a combination of such candidates debated before national audiences on four occasions starting in Milwaukee in August 2023;

WHEREAS all of the RNC-sponsored debates, were robust, issues-focused and allowed all candidates to make their cases to the electorate;

WHEREAS all candidates aggressively competed for many months in the Iowa Caucus covering all corners of the state, and strongly and clearly conveying their visions for America to Iowa's caucus-goers;

WHEREAS, against formidable, well-funded campaigns waged by all candidates, President Donald J. Trump completely dominated the January 15, 2024 Iowa Caucuses by a record margin earning 51% of the vote, nearly 30 points ahead of 2nd place;

WHEREAS President Trump won the NH primary by 11 points (54% to 43%), which included an overwhelming percentage of registered Republican voters choosing Pres. Trump;

WHEREAS, multiple polls show President Trump with an insurmountable lead in all states voting from now through Super Tuesday, including a 30 point lead in South Carolina;

WHEREAS all evidence negates the possibility of a mathematical path forward to the 2024 Republican nomination by any candidate other than President Trump, our presumptive nominee;

WHEREAS total spending by all campaigns in the 2024 Republican primary cycle is estimated to have exceeded $300 million;

WHEREAS any money spent from this moment forward in the primary process is better spent fighting the democrats by focusing on President Biden's deadly border crisis, failed economic policies and disastrous and dangerous foreign policy

WHEREAS, it is imperative for the welfare of all Americans that President Trump defeat President Biden this November and that all efforts and resources from patriots nationwide be exclusively focused on that and Republican victories down the ballot;
WHEREAS, only a fully united and singularly focused Republican party with all leaders fully onboard for victory can defeat the democrats in the most important election of our lifetimes;

RESOLVED that the Republican National Committee expresses heartfelt gratitude to all candidates who offered themselves in this long and arduous process,

RESOLVED, that the Republican National Committee acknowledges and respects the commitment and contributions of all persons who worked tirelessly to support this nomination process, particularly the grassroots supporters of all candidates involved;

RESOLVED that the Republican National Committee hereby declares President Trump as our presumptive 2024 nominee for the office of President of the United States and from this moment forward moves into full general election mode welcoming supporters of all candidates as valued members of Team Trump 2024.